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INTRODUCTION 
We shall investigate the well-posedness and regularity of mixed initial- 
boundary value problems for constant-coefficient strictly hyperbolic equa- 
tions in a quarter space (MIBVP). The interface is a smooth compact 
manifold which divides the flat boundary into two regions. In this paper 
existence and uniqueness theorems are proved for a large class of such 
problems for hyperbolic equations of arbitrary order. These are based on 
the study of a new class of pseudo-differential operators ($.o.) which could 
naturally be called hyperbolic pseudo-d&f erential operators. A second paper 
will contain results on regularity for this class of problems, and it will give 
an asymptotic expansion of the trace of the solution near the interface. 
An example of a MIBVP is the wave equation with mixed Dirichlet- 
Neumann boundary conditions. In three spatial dimensions it is given by 
the equations 
(ii- > 2 A, u(t, x)=f(t, x) 
inx,>O 
u(t, x) = 0 int<Oandx,>O 
44 Xl, x2,0) = g, (t. x1, x2) for (x,, x2)EGI 
g (4 XI, x2, 0) = g2lt7 Xl> x2) for (xl, x2) E G2, 
3 
where f, g, , and g2 vanish for t < 0, and R* is divided into two domains Gi 
and G, by a smooth contour y. We obtained results for this MIBVP, which 
from now on will simply be called the Dirichlet-Neumann problem, as well 
as two other mixed boundary problems for the wave equation: namely, the 
Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem, and the Neumann-oblique derivative 
problem. 
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We prove the existence and uniqueness of the Dirichlet-Neumann 
problem for a curved interface, and we get optimal estimates in multi- 
indexed Sobolev spaces. The Dirichlet-Neumann problem was treated by 
V. I. Cehlov in [2] under the additional assumption that the interface is 
flat. Moreover, the estimates he obtained are rather unsatisfactory since the 
norms are defined by the differential operator. We also show existence and 
uniqueness of solutions for the Neumann-oblique derivative problem and 
the Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem, both of which are new results, 
and we get optimal estimates for both of these problems. It should be noted 
that the Neumann boundary condition does not satisfy the uniform 
Lopatinski condition, so these three problems are not within the scope of 
[S], which treats second-order MIBVPs satisfying the uniform Lopatinski 
condition. The Dirichlet-Neumann problem was also treated by B. Sako in 
[lo] using another method, and identical estimates were obtained. 
Problems with mixed boundary conditions arise in continuum 
mechanics. For instance, a punch indenting an elastic medium can be 
modeled by a differential equation with mixed boundary conditions. The 
Dirichlet-Neumann problem can then be considered an idealization of the 
dynamic punch problem. Dynamic problems with mixed boundary condi- 
tions are also treated in [3]. 
We first investigate the well-posedness for a class of MIBVPs. Sobolev 
spaces with a different degree of smoothness in the spatial and time 
variables are introduced in Section 1. The MIBVP is defined by Eqs. 
(l)-(4), where we assume the operator P(D) is strictly hyperbolic and 
non-characteristic with respect to the boundary. The solution of the IBVP 
in a half-space with Dirichlet boundary conditions is given explicitly (for- 
mula (13)) and a stronger estimate for the Dirichlet problem is obtained 
for a class of strictly hyperbolic operators (see Proposition 1.1). Upon sub- 
stitution of the solution into the mixed boundary conditions, paired 
systems of pseudo-differential equations ($.d.e.) are obtained (Eqs. (14) 
and (15)). 
In Section 2, we derive the reduced Eq. (26) which is a single Il/.d.e. in a 
cylindrical domain. Lemma 2.1 gives estimates for the symbol of the 
reduced equation for a class of MIBVP defined by the conditions 
(lS)-(23). The solution of the reduced equation is carried out in Section 3. 
The reduced equation can be regarded as a strongly elliptic $.d.e. in the 
spatial variables which is parametrized by the dual variable of the time 
variable. This leads to a solution (Proposition 3.1) which has no loss of 
derivatives in the space variables (as in the case of an elliptic boundary 
value problem), but which loses an indefinite number of derivatives in the 
time variable. This indefiniteness comes from the fact that the estimate 
for the symbol of the reduced equation is obtained using the Tarski- 
Seidenberg lemma. 
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The Paley-Wiener theorem is employed in Section 4 to prove that the 
reduced equation satisfies the causality property (Proposition 4.1); that is, 
the solution is supported in t 3 0 whenever the data are supported there, 
where t is the time variable. The main part of the proof is showing that the 
Fourier transform of the solution of the reduced equation can be extended 
analytically to to + iz for t > 0, where to is the dual variable of the time 
variable. The well-posedness of the MIBVP is established in Section 5 
(Theorem 5.1). In Section 6 stronger and more precise estimates are 
obtained for the three examples of MIBVPs mentioned earlier: the 
Dirichlet-Neumann problem, the Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem, and 
the Neumann-oblique derivative problem. In the Dirichlet-oblique 
derivative problem, the oblique-derivative operator may depend on the 
tangential space variables. Also, note that the restriction on the coefficients 
(69) is equivalent to the weak Lopatinski condition. In the Neumann- 
oblique derivative problem, the condition on the coefficients (74k(76) is 
more restrictive, and the coefficients are assumed to be constant. 
1. REDUCTION TO THE BOUNDARY 
Let R” - ’ be divided by a smooth, compact (n - 2)-dimensional manifold 
y into two domains G1 and G,, so y = G, n G, and R”-’ = G, u G,. Let 
x = (x,, x,, . ..) x,) be the coordinates in R” + r, where x0 is the time variable 
and (x1, . . . . x,) are the space variables. Let x’ = (x,, . . . . x,- ]), and 
1= (x0, x’). Let Qi = R x Gi x {0}, for i = 1, 2. Let D = (D,, . . . . D,), where 
D, = i(a/ax,). We consider the mixed initial-boundary value problem, 
P(D) 4x1 =f(x) inx,>O (1) 
u(x) = 0 inx,>Oandx,<O (2) 
B;“(D) u(x) = gj’)(x,, x’) on Q,, for j = 1, . . . . ~1 (3) 
B,2’(D) u(x) = gj2)(x,, x’) on Q,, for j= 1, . . . . ~1, (4) 
where the data are supported in x0 > 0, P(D) is a strictly hyperbolic dif- 
ferential operator of degree m, and all B:.“(D) are differential operators. We 
assume in what follows that P,(O, 1) = 1, where P,(t) is the principal 
homogeneous term of P(r). Strict hyperbolicity means that the zeros of 
Pm(z, <‘, 5,) are distinct real numbers for all real (<‘, t,) #O, and that 
P,(l, 0,O) #O. 
For any 4(y) in S(Rk), the space of rapidly decreasing functions on Rk, 
the Fourier transform of 4 is represented by 6 or F,# and is given by the 
formula 
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We shall now introduce Sobolev spaces which allow different degrees of dif- 
ferentiability. Given 4 E g’, the space of distributions, let 4, = e-‘-“‘$. The 
space H,., f, r (R” + ’ ), for T > 0, consists of all distributions 4 E .‘(R, + ’ ) 
such that 4, E S’(R, + ’ ), 6, (5) is a measurable function, and 
hIif,,,,,,= jRn+, (1 + 18 +T)2r(l + IPI +T)“(l + IhI +T)” li,(t)l’&<=. 
The space H,V,,,.(R”) is defined analogously, and its norm is given by 
[#]:,,,, = jRn (1 + IpI + T)‘“(l + l&l + T)” l~A~,l’& 
The space Hsytsr(Qi), i= 1, 2, consists of the distributions g in Qi which 
have extensions lg E H, ,, ~ supported in x0 3 0. The norm of g is given by 
t gl,tl,, = infC&ls,,,,5 
where the infimum is taken over all extensions Ig in H,,,. (R”) which equal 
0 in x0 < 0. The subspace H$, (R”) consists of the distributions in H, , ~ 
which are supported in x0 > 0. Define the space H,:,,, (Rt+ 1 ) analogously, 
where R”,+ I = {X : x, > 0 ). The norm is represented by II II ,ts,,,, . Denote 
H r,s,~,rW+l) and H,,o,,(R”) by H,,,,,Wfl) and Hs,,W’), and denote 
their norms by II IIr,s,T and C I,,,, respectively. Define H& (Q,), etc., 
analogously. 
Let [ = (to + iz, t’). For T > 0, the roots of P, ([, z) with respect o z are 
never real. We have, for T > 0, 
R?A z) = pm+ tR z) pm- tR z), for ZEC, 
where P,+ (resp. P,,_) is a polynomial in z of degree m + (resp. m ~ ) which 
has its roots in the half-plane 3z > 0 (resp. 3z < 0) and which has leading 
coefficient 1. Similarly, we define P, ([, z) and Pp ([, z) for T sufficiently 
large to be the manic polynomials in z of degree m + and rn- having ail 
their zeros in the upper and lower half planes respectively and satisfying 
P=P+P-. 
We now consider the initial-boundary value problem with Dirichlet data; 
that is, we replace Eqs. (3) and (4) by 
D’,--‘u(x)I.~,=~=u~(~), for j= 1, . . . . m-. (5) 
The following theorem is a special case of a result on initial-boundary 
value problems for strictly hyperbolic operators. 
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THEOREM 1.1 (Agmon [l], Kreiss [7], and Sakamoto [9]). Let 
i-km-. Given ~EH,O_,+,,,,,(R",+'), and ujEH,O+.-i+1,,(R”), for 
j=l m_, 9 ..., there exists a unique solution u in H,?‘,,, (R"++ ‘) of (1 ), (2), and 
(5) provided z is sufficiently large. u satisfies the estimate 
(6) 
where C is independent of 5. 
Let (D, + i)’ be the $.d.o. (pseudo-differential operator) with symbol 
(&, + i)‘, that is, (D, + i)’ = F,& *(to + i)F,,. Symbols such as this which 
have an analytic extension to 3r0 > 0 (resp. St,, < 0) are known as “plus” 
(resp. “minus”) symbols (with respect to to). If U(X) E S is supported in 
x0 20 (resp. x,, GO), then its image under a $.d.o. with a “plus” (resp. 
“minus”) symbol is also supported in x0 B 0 (resp. x0 < 0) (see [4, Sect. 43). 
Replacing u by eTXo(DO + iz + i)‘u, we get the following result. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let ram-. Given f EH,O-,+I,,,,,,(R~+l), and 
uj~H,O+,-j+l,,,,W), for j= 1, . . . . m _, there exists a unique solution u in 
Hr:,,,,W++') of (11, (219 and (5) provided z is sufficiently large. u satisfies 
the estimate 
IIUII,I,,t,,bC llf l/r+-m+l,r,r,r+ k 
( CUj]r+.r-j+l,f,r > 7 
(7) 
,=l 
where C is independent of z. 
Estimate (7) can be strengthened for some strictly hyperbolic operators. 
The new estimate has no loss of derivatives in (x’, x,) compared to the 
elliptic estimate. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that a and b can be chosen so that E!‘)(t) # 0 
for 151 + ItI #O, where 
El”( <) = P, (0, 5’, <,) + at: + bz”. 
Let ram_ +I. Given fEHrO-m,s,I+l,r(Rn=l), and ujEHrO+s~j+l,z,l+,,z,r(R”), 
for j = 1, . . . . m _ , there exists a unique solution u in H,:,,,, (RT+ ') of Eqs. (1 ), 
(2), and (5), provided z is sufficiently large. u satisfies the estimate 
II4 ,ts,w llflI~-mm,s,~+*,r+ 5 CUjlr+r~~+l/*,r+1/2,r > > (8) ,=I 
where C is independent of T’. 
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Proof. Let Ej2’(5)= P([, 5,)~Ej”(t). By Corollary 1.1, there exists a 
unique u in H,“- I,s,,+l,r(Rn++l) which satisfies Eqs. (l), (2) and (5) and the 
estimate 
Ilull,- I,~,t+l,r~~ lIflIr+-m,s,r+I,r+ F CUjlr+5-j,r+l,r 
( 
.
j= 1 > 
U, satisfies P(D, + it, D’, D,) u, =f, for x, > 0, so 
Ej”(D) u, = f, - E?‘(D) u, for x,>O. 
Ejl’(D) is an elliptic differential operator, so U, satisfies the elliptic estimate 
II4 ,tSJJ G C i Ilf Il,L,,,,,,+ IWoE:*’ 4:~,,,,,,r 
+ 5 C”jIr+3-j+ l/*,r,r . 
j= 1 > 
E?‘(t) has no term of order m in ([‘, [,), so 
Hence. 
IWoE:*’ ~,II,L,,,t,,d W4l,+-l,s,,+ 1.r. 
Note that [Uj]r+s-j,t+ r,r < [uj],+,-/+ r/l,l+ r/z,r’ Combining these 
estimates gives (8). 
Remark. Proposition 1.1 holds whenever P,(O, t’, t,) is strongly 
elliptic; that is, P, (0, r’, t,,) > 0 for real (c’, 5,) # 0 (choose a = b = 1). In 
particular, estimate (8) holds for the wave operator. 
Given f E H,?, + r s f ,(Rn,” I), let ~6’) be the unique solution in 
Hr:,,,,r(Rn+fl) of the problem 
P(D)u(x)=f(x) in x,>O (9) 
D’,- lu(x)I,n=O = 0 for j= 1, . . . . rn-. (10) 
Given a solution u in Hry,,,(R;+‘) of Eqs. (l), (2), and (5), let 
u(O) = 24 - u(l). 26’) satisfies 
P(D) u”‘(x) = 0 in x,>O (11) 
Di,-lu(o’(x)~~xn=o=uj(xo, x’) for j= 1, . . . . rn-. (12) 
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Using the Fourier transform in the tangential directions and solving an 
ordinary differential equation in x,, an explicit solution in Hr:,,, (R”,’ ’ ) 
of Eqs. (11) and (12) is obtained, whenever u~EH,O+,+,+~,,,,(R”), for 
j= 1, . . . . m-, and r>rn-. We get 
where w,,,(~,x,)=F,u~). Since D~~‘~~,,(~,O)=iii,.(~), we have 
i$,,(F)= (2?Ti)-’ y 1 c/A?) f ;‘;;;:, dz, j=l , . . . , m _ . 
Denote the inverse of 
dz 
j,k = 1, . . . . m- 
by (dk,j(f))Ej= 1. The explicit solution of Eq. (1) with Dirichlet data as in 
(5) is given by 
up’(x)=Fil y ~‘*p-‘(;~~dzd,,(~)u,,~(r^). 
j,k= 1 2 
(13) 
Substituting the expression of u, (‘) from (13) into the boundary conditions 
(3) and (4), we have for j= 1, . . . . p 
p1 5 Aj,lk)(DO + ir, D’) Uk,r = h;;> 
k=l 
(14) 
where 
and 
(16) 
hJf~(Z) = g,!,‘!(T) - Bj”(D, + iz, D’, D,) uj”(x) on sZi. (17) 
Here, pi represents the restriction operator to Qi. Equations of the form 
(14) and (15) are called paired systems of$.d.e.‘s. We now summarize these 
results. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let r > rn- and z be sufficiently large. Given u, E 
H,O+s-j+ 1,r.r (R"), for j = 1, . . . . m ~ , the Dirichlet problem (11) and (12) 
has a unique solution in H,!‘,,,, (R “,” ‘) which is given by formula (13). 
Pose 4x1 E H&,, r $+ ‘1 satisfies the MZBVP (1 t(4) for some 
f(x)~Km+,,.,,,,(R+ 1, and that u(’ ) is the unique solution in 
H ,q,,,,(R",+ ‘) of the boundary-value problem (9)-(10). Then the Dirichlet 
data of u(x) satisfy the paired systems of pseudodifferential Eqs. (14) and 
(15), provided r > max deg Bj” + l/2 so that the trace of the right side of 
(17) exists. 
2. ESTIMATES 
Denote the inverse of 
/.k = I, . . . . m 
by (d~~~)~~=, . Let B,(i)90([, z) be the leading homogeneous term of Bg”([, z) 
with order /Iji’. For t > 0, let 
for j= 1, . . . . p, and i= 1,2, where the contour encloses all the zeros of 
P,- ([, z). This function can be extended continuously to z 2 0. 
By Condition A we mean the following conditions (18 j(23): 
p=m- (18) 
A (i)( 4) = (A:(: (g));, = , is invertible for r large, i = 1, 2, (19) 
Ad"(0 7 5') = (A;'~O(o y,,;, = . ’ . r is invertible for 5’ # 0, i = 1,2, (20) 
%A ([) iS positive definite for T sufficiently large, (21) 
where 
%4=$4+A*) and A(f)= EA’*‘(&4”‘([)))‘, 
and E is a constant invertible matrix. 
WI, (0, 5’) is positive definite for 5’ # 0, (22) 
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%A, = $A, + A,*) and A,(f) = EAp(f)(Ab”(f))-‘. 
/?j’) + /I;‘) is independent of j, for j = 1, . . . . p. (23) 
In what follows we denote Bj’) + j3j2) by p. 
Let U(Z) = (u,, . . . . u,), and h(‘)= (hi’), . . . . hEI), for i= 1, 2. Equations (14) 
and (15) are equivalent to 
A”‘(g) a,(Q+&$)=l~(Q. i= 1, 2, (24) 
where vi” = (VII’,, . . . . ujj,i ) equals 0 in Q,. Eliminating 0, (z), we get 
A(5^)v~‘(F,-~v~‘(g)=i;~(e), (25) 
where 
K,(Q = A(f) Ihj”(Q -EZhT)(T). 
Applying ~25 ’ to Eq. (25), we get 
p2A(D, + ir D’) u(‘)(b) = pzh,(Z) 7 7 3 (26) 
where p2 is the restriction operator to 0,. We shall call (26) the reduced 
equation. 
Denote the (j, k)th-entry of A and A,, by A,,k and A$, respectively. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose Condition A holds. Then there exist positive num- 
bers ~1, /?, and Ci, i= 1,2, such that for z suffciently large 
IAj,&)l <C,(l + I&, +~.)~(l + l<‘l)(“2)(m~+mi), for j, k = 1, . . . . p, (27) 
C’Wbw) a C,(l + l&,1+ T)-’ i (1 + 14’1)“” b12, (28) 
k=l 
where o = (ml, . . . . We) E C@‘, and mk = fly’ - pi”. 
ProofI Since the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem implies that there exist 
numbers C and M such that for z large 
IAj,k(t)l d c(1 + I%I)“~ 
(see, e.g., [6, Sect. A.2; 8, Sects. 2.5-2.61) it suffices for the proof of (27) to 
show that for z large 
IAj,kl <C l~l(1/2)(‘“~+m’), for some C > 0, (29) 
whenever I&, + iz(/l$I is small. 
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Note that A:,([) is homogeneous of degree /I:‘) - fly’. Since 
p = pl’) + /?I’), for’i = 1, . . . . p, we have 
It follows from (20) that A!‘(f) . is invertible in a conical neighborhood of 
(,, + it = 0 in r > 0. Hence, for z Z 0, we have 
IA;,([)\ < C(l + /[1)(“2)(m~+mk’ for some C > 0, (30) 
whenever 1 to + itI/ gl is sufficiently small. It follows from (20) that 
Aj,k(g)-AJ9k(E)=0(lfl(1’2)(m,+mk)) for j,k=l,..., p, (31) 
whenever Ito + irl/l[l is sufficiently small, and t is sufficiently large. 
Estimates (30) and (31) imply estimate (29). 
The condition (21) implies that there exist positive numbers C and M 
such that 
for r sufliciently large, so the proof of (28) is reduced to establishing the 
estimate 
PWS^h ~)a Ci (1 + \[I)‘- Iu~12, (32) 
whenever T is sufficiently large, and It0 + irl/l[l is sufftciently small. 
Since the degree of the (j, k)th-entry of %A, is (1/2)(m, + m,), it follows 
from (22) that there exists C > 0 such that 
whenever  > 0, and It, + itl/l%l is sufficiently small. This estimate together 
with estimate (31) implies estimate (32). 
3. SOLUTION OF THE REDUCED EQUATION 
The reduced equation, which is given by Eq. (26), is a $.d.e. in a domain. 
&Wiw F,, , then commuting F,, with p2 gives a $.d.e. in the domain G2 
parametrized by &, and T. We shall solve these $.d.e. in x’, then “combine” 
the solution to get a solution of (26). Indeed, the estimates (27) and (28) 
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show that the symbol of the reduced equation is strongly elliptic with 
respect to 5’; that is, its real part is positive definite. A strongly elliptic 
$.d.e. in a domain is solved by obtaining estimates for both the strongly 
elliptic problem and its adjoint (see [4, Sect. 173). We introduce more 
Sobolev spaces, and then prove that they can be regarded as Sobolev 
spaces in the single variable to taking values in a Sobolev space in x’. 
Proposition 3.1 proves the well-posedness of the reduced equation. In the 
next section, we shall show that the reduced equation satisfies the causality 
property; that is, the solution is supported in x0 > 0 whenever the data are 
supported there. Let Xs,,,, (R”) denote the space of all u in S’(R”) such that 
ii is measurable, and 
Ld:t,* = s (1+14’1)2”(1+li”01 +~)“Ifi(~)12&-. 
Denote by $,,,, (0) the space of all functions in X3,,,, (R”) which are 
supported in 0, where 0 is an arbitrary domain in R”. The space q,,,,(0) 
consists of all functions in 0 which have extensions to g,,, (R”) with norm 
Denote the norm in H,(R+‘) by ( Is. Let G be a domain in R”-’ with 
a smooth, compact boundary. Define the spaces gs(G) and H,(G) 
analogously. Denote by H,, (R, fis (G)) to be the space of all weakly 
measurable functions u(&,) taking values in 8,Y(G) such that 
s Cl+ l4cl +rJ2’ l45)lf&-. 
Define the space H,, (R, H,(G)) analogously. We shall denote the cylinder 
R x G by Q in what follows. It can be shown that the spaces @,,,,(Q) and 
H,, (R, Z%,(G)) are isomorphic. The isomorphism is given by 
for #(x0, x’)E%,,,,(~). Similarly, the spaces q,,,,(Q) and H,.(R, H,(G)) 
are isomorphic, and the isomorphism is given by 
where If E 2$, (R”) is an extension of 5 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose Condition A holds. Then for t sufficiently 
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large, there is a unique solution 4 E l-Ii= , s#&,~,~ ~ x,r (Q) of the reduced 
equation 
pnA(Do + it, D’) 4(x,, x’) = Wb x’) (33) 
for arbitrary ti E IX = , JK~~,z. *. r(a). The following estimate holds: 
where 4 = (4,) . . . . dJ, and $ = (1cI12 .-, $,J 
Proof Let n;@,,,,(G) and nyK,,,z(G) be denoted by H, and 
respectively. Let Yk(tO) = y$& for k = 1, . . . . p. Choose to so 
!Y( to) E H,, and consider the $.d.e. in the domain G 
(34) 
HZ, 
that 
p,A(b + i@‘) @P(b) = Wy(5d, (35) 
where @({,,) E H,. By virtue of (27), pA(t, + iz, D’) is a bounded operator 
from H, to H, for all t,, E R. If Eq. (35) holds, then, by taking the &-inner 
product with @(&,) and applying Plancherel’s theorem, we get 
(AC!) &@(&A K,@(L))<, = (F,. Y(bA &@(Ll)),~. (36) 
By estimate (28) we have 
(37) 
Estimates (36) and (37) imply 
t1 + l&l +& ~@k(~Ohnk,~~c~ Iyk(tO)l +mk,2. (38) 
1 I 
The solution to the adjoint problem of (35) satisfies the analogous a priori 
estimate; that is, a solution @ in H, of the $.d.e. 
pA*(<,+ ir, D’)@ = Y, for YEH,, 
satisfies the estimate 
where c’ depends on lo. Here, A*(tO + is, D’) is the $.d.o. with symbol 
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A*($). It follows from the Riesz representation theorem that there is a 
unique solution of (35) in H, which satisfies (38). (See, e.g., [4, Sect. 173.) 
We claim that @(to), which is defined a.e. as the solution in H, of (35), is 
measurable; that is, (@(to), @i), is measurable for any @i in H,, where 
( , )i is the inner product in Hi, i= 1,2. The inverse of pcA(t,+ iz, D’), 
which is denoted by R, ( to), is a continuous function from H, to H, . Thus, 
where Yi (lo) = R,*(r,) @, is continuous. Let Yy)(<O) be a sequence of 
finitely valued functions which converge a.e. to Y, (to). Then ( Y(tO), 
Y(ln)(lO))z is a sequence of measurable functions which converge a.e. to 
(@(to), @,), By estimate (38), we have 
Thus @k E H,-,,, (R, fim,,2(G)), for k= 1, . . . . p. Let 4k = Y-l@,. We claim 
that 4 = (4i, . . . . 4,) is a solution of (33). Moreover, estimate (39) implies 
estimate (34). It suffices to show that for almost all to, 
where W E IX? JC~,~,~.~(Q) is an extension of I++. However, 
Estimate (34) implies uniqueness. 
4. CAUSALITY 
We shall show that the reduced equation (33) satisfies the causality 
property; that is, 4 = 0 in x0 < 0 if there exists an extension I$ in 
l-I%- q/2, ,,,W) of ICI such that f$ = 0 in x0 -C 0, where 4 and $ are as in 
Proposition 3.1. p,A(<, + is, D’) is analytic with respect to to + it for t 
large as an operator from H, to H,, where H, and H, are defined as in the 
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proof of Proposition 3.1. This implies that its inverse is also analytic. Since 
the Fourier transform of $ can be extended as an analytic function of 
to + in to z > 0, we get that the Fourier transform of the solution 4 can also 
be extended in this manner. The causality property is then a consequence 
of the Paley-Wiener theorem (4.1). 
A Banach space-valued function B(z) is analytic in a domain D c C if 
there exists B’(z) such that 
llB(z + h) - B(z) - hB’(z)l( = o(h) for ZED. 
Denote the inverse of pGA(tO + ir + iz,, D’) by R,,,(r, + jr) for 7 > 0, where 
z0 is taken sufficiently large. 
LEMMA 4.1. R,,(z) is analytic in 32 > 0. 
Proof. Since the inverse of an analytic function is also analytic, it 
suffices to show that pGA(z, D’) is analytic in Jz > zO. We claim that 
whenever Jz, > zO, 
(z-%-~(PGA(z, D’)-p,A(zo, D’))-p+,, D’), 
as z --f z,, in the norm topology, where dA/az(z,, D’) represents the $.d.o. 
with symbol ~3A/dz(z,, t’). 
The factor P_ ([, z) is an analytic function of &, + iz for T large, since it 
is a symmetric polynomial in the roots of P which have negative imaginary 
part (see, e.g., [8]). This implies the analyticity of Aj,k(~, 5’) with respect 
to z for 32 large. An analytic function f(z) satisfies 
f(z) =f(zo) + f’(zo)(z - zo) + Nz), 
where 
R(z) = (z-zo)2 P 
f (z’) dz’ 
27ci (z’ - z)(z’ - zo)Z’ 
If Izo-zI < l/2, then 
I~(z)l<CIz-zo12 max If (z’k 
12’ - 201 = 1 
Let II II represent he norm in g(H,, H,), the space of bounded operators 
from H, to H,. Then by estimate (27) we have 
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<C max sup (1 + ~~‘~)-w)(~,+mk) 
j,k=l,...,p i’tRnm’ 
< C’ max sup (1 + 1~‘1)-‘112)cm~+ma) jz-zO( max IA,,k(~‘, <‘)I 
j.k=l,...,p ~‘ER”~’ I=‘- zo/ = I 
dC”lZ-z,l. 
We now state the Paley-Wiener theorem for functions of one variable. 
THEOREM 4.1 [4, Sect. 43. Suppose f E fis(R!+ ). Then y(t + iz) = 
F(e-‘“f) is a continuous function of z 20 with values in ffs(R1) that is 
analytic with respect o l+ iz in the half-plane z > 0 and satisfies 
s (1+141+z)‘“IJ(5+iZ)12d5~C for ~a(), (40) 
where C is independent of z. Conversely, suppose for 5 > 0 we are given a 
function f(l+ iz) that is analytic and satisfies (40). Then there exists a 
function f E fis(R:) such that T(r + in) = F(ePrxnf ). 
Suppose W E FIY X,,ki2,r,r W’) is an extension of II/ such that 11,~5 = 0 for 
x,<O. Let lt,br=ePTXol@, and !P(~O+iz)=.Ypnlt,b, for 230. Y takes 
values in the Hilbert space H,. The Paley-Wiener theorem also holds for 
Banach-space valued functions. Consequently, ‘Y is analytic for r > 0, and 
where C is independent of r. Moreover, palt,b, is a continuous function of 
r > 0 with values in 2&(Q). Let 
@(to + iz) = R,, (to + is) !P(& + iz), for z 20. 
By Lemma 4.1, @ is an analytic function of to + it for T > 0. By (38) and 
(41) we have 
$ j Cl+ I401 +T)2’f~“I~k(So+iZ)1~,,2d50<C, for 7 > 0, 
where C is independent of r. It follows from the continuity of ~,l$~ with 
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respect to t and estimate (38) that @(. + ir) is a continuous function of 
T > 0. Consequently, by the latter part of the Paley-Wiener theorem, we get 
that dk = 0 in x0 < 0, k = 1, . . . . p, where 4k = ,Y-‘Qk. We now state this 
result as a proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose Condition A holds. Let $ E ny XmklZ, 1,7 (Q) 
be given such that there exists an extension I$ E IT: &?mki2,1,r(R”) which is 
supported in x0 2 0. Then the solution 4 in n$‘ I&,~~~,~+~,~(Q) of Eq. (33) is 
supported in x0 2 0, provided T is sufficiently large. 
Next, we obtain the analogous result in the Sobolev spaces which were 
defined in Section 1. The tempered distribution 4 is in H,,,,, if 4, is 
measurable and satisfies 
MIL = s (1 + lfl + ~)*“(l + ltol + ~1’~ li,t~,I’ &< a. R” 
The space f~,,,(@) consists of all tempered istributions in H,,,, which are 
supported in 0, where 0 is a domain in R”. The space H,,:,,,(Q), consists 
of the distributions 4 in Sz which have extensions 14 E H,,,, supported in 
x0 > 0, where Sz is a cylinder in R”. The norm of 4 is given by 
where the intimum is taken over all extensions 14 in H,,,,(R”) which equal 
0 in x0 < 0. The next lemma is a trivial consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose Condition A holds. There exist positive numbers a 
and C such that for 5 sufficiently large 
Pw&44>C(1+ l&J +Yi (I+ lrol+ l5’1S~P Iw12. (42) 
We now give the analogue of Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose Condition A holds. Let a be given such that 
(42) holds for some constant C. Let R, = {.Z E Q: x0 > O}. Given 
ICI E ni’ H:mm,r (52) there exists a unique solution I$ in ny fiTmt,*. f ~ a. T (52 + ) 
of the reduced equation 
(43) 
provided T is sufficiently large. 4 satisfies 
(44) 
where C is independent of 7. 
409;153’2-15 
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Proof Any solution 4 of (43) which is in ny fi,,,,,, --oo, ,(Q+) satisfies 
F;‘$,(l,,, .) E H, a.e., so arguing as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, but 
using the estimate (42) instead, we get 
< Cf J” (1 + IFI +T)Y ll~,,,(P)l’& a.e., (45) 
1 
for any extension I$ E n(; HOmt,2,t,r (R”) of $. This implies that 4 satisfies 
estimate (44), which establishes uniqueness. Since 4, E I-II’; &&,2, ~ oo,r (52 + ) 
implies 4 E lX fLt12, - m,r (Sz, ), the existence of a solution follows from 
Proposition 4.1. 
5. THE SOLUTION TO THE MIBVP 
In this section we shall prove the well-posedness of the MIBVP. First, we 
show that there exists a unique solution to the paired systems of equations 
(14) and (15). 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose Condition A holds. Let pi be the restriction 
operator to sZi. There exists a positive constant a such that given 
h(l) E nc; H” mk,2,r,r(Q1) and A(') E ny HEmt12,t,r(Qn2), there exists a unique 
solution U in ny H,02-,+ l,t--rr,r (R”) of the paired systems of equations 
piA(‘J(D, + iz, D’) U,(Z) = h!‘(l), for i=l,2, (46) 
provided z is sufficiently large. U = (ul, . . . . u,,) satisfies the estimate 
kitl [‘k]d- kt I,,-a,r G c i W$‘&,t,,+ C@‘l +mk,2,,,r)> (47) 
k=l 
where C is independent of 5. 
Proof Let Ih( ny Hik12, I, ,(R”) and Ih( ny HZ,,,,,,,(R”) be 
extensions of h(l) and hc2), respectively. Let 
h,(Z) = A(D, + iz, D’) Ihj” - ElhL2’. 
A([) is a “plus” symbol since A([) is analytic with respect to <,, + iz for z 
sufficiently large, so h, (2) is supported in x0 2 0 (see [4, Sect. 41). Estimate 
(28 ) implies 
i [h/c- w/2,,--~,r G C f WPl,&,,,, + Chk2’l +md~,,,r). (48) 
k=l k=l 
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By Proposition 4.2 there exists a unique solution u(I) of the reduced equa- 
tion (26) supported in Sz: = { .ZE Q, : x0 > 0) such that 
(49) 
for some positive constant 8,. Let 
U,(Z) = B”‘(D, + ir, D’)(lhi”- ul”), 
where the symbol of the $.d.o. B”’ 
1 
is (,4”‘))‘(5). It can be shown, as in 
Lemma 2.1, that there exist positive numbers /I2 and C such that 
for z sufficiently large. B”’ is a “plus” symbol, so U, is supported in x0 > 0, 
and 
for any real number t, since m,/2 - (j-/I:‘- 1) = p/2-j+ I. Estimate 
(47) follows from (48)-(50). It is easily checked that U, is a solution of 
(46). The uniqueness of the solution is implied by estimate (47). We now 
state the major theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose Condition A holds. Let r be given such that 
r > max /I!‘) + 1 and ram-, 
li”j,G ,PJ 2 
where @)=deg Bj” and p=/lj”-tfi:2’. Let ffH,“~,+,,p,2~r+1,2,r,r(R~+‘)), 
d”~fGk12,1,r(Q1h and g!?~ff~mkj2,r,r (a,), for k = 1, . . . . p be gioen. Then 
there exists ~12 0 such that whenever t is sufficiently large there exists a 
unique solution u of the MZBVP (l)-(4) in H,q,,,_,,,_.,,(R”,+‘). The solu- 
tion u satisfies the estimate 
+f Csi2’l T md2,r.r + llfll F- 
> 
m+l,p/2-r+l/Z,r,r ) (51) 
I 
where C is independent of T, and mk = pi*’ - /I:“. Suppose, moreover, that 
P(c) satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1.1. Let g”’ and gc2’ be as above, 
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and let f E Hro- m + 1l2, pl2 ~ r, *. T (R:+ ‘). Let r satisfy the first inequality above 
and the inequality r > m _ + l/2. Then there exists ~12 0 such that whenever 
t is sufficiently large there exists a unique solution u of the MIllVP (l)-(4) 
in fY+ 1l2, p~2 - r.I ~ II. I (R”,f I). The solution u satisfies the estimate 
Ilull :*1,2,p/2-r,r-%r~C 
c 
i cd1’1~k,2,r,r 
1 
+i cgp1: nQ/2,r,r+ Ilf II:--m+l/2,p/2-rr,r,r 7 
1 > 
(52) 
where C is independent of T. 
Proof: We claim h(‘)En H&,2,,,r(Q,) and hc2)En HEmn,2,,,r(Q2), 
where 
hj,‘i = gj,iJ- Bj’)(D,+ iz, D’) u~‘)(x)I,,, i= 1, 2, 
and u(l) is the unique solution in H,qplZpr+ 1,2,r,r(R”++ ‘) of problem 
(9)-(10). Indeed, we have (see [4, Sect. 131) 
Chylzq*.~,, ~C(Csj1’lri,2,,,,+ lI~~1~llrtp,2-~r+l,2,r,r~ 
~c’(tk~“1~,,2,,r+ IlfIlr+~m+l,p/Z~r+1,2,r,r~~ (53) 
C~~2~1+m,,2,r,r~~~C~:2~l+m,,2,,,r+ lI~~‘)ll~p,2-,+1,2,,,r) 
~C’(Cgj2’l+n7,,2,r,r+ IlflIr+-m+l,p/2~r+1,2.r,r~~ (54) 
Let U(Z) = (ul (Z), . . . . u,(Z)) be the solution of the paired systems of equa- 
tions (46) in II HpqiZpk+i,+ .,,WL and let Z.&O) be the unique solution of 
the Dirichlet problem (1 1 )-( 12) in Hrtp,, ~ r, I ~ I,~ (R”,+ ’). Then estimates 
(7), (47), (53), and (54) imply estimate (51), where u = u(O) + u(i). A similar 
analysis shows that estimate (52) holds, where estimate (8) is used instead 
of (7). It is easily checked that u is indeed a solution of the MIBVP, and 
the uniqueness follows from the estimates (51) and (52). 
6. EXAMPLES OF MIBVPs 
We shall investigate three boundary conditions for the wave operator: 
Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, Dirichlet-oblique derivative 
boundary conditions, and Neumann-oblique derivative boundary condi- 
tions. Let P(D) represent he wave operator; that is, its symbol is given by 
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1. The Dirichlet-Neumann Problem 
The mixed Dirichlet-Neumann problem is defined by 
P(D) 4x1 =f(x) inx,>O (55) 
u(x) = 0 inx,>Oandx,<O (56) 
u(x)1 R, = g1G) and DAx)lcz~ = g#.). (57) 
Let pz represent he restriction operator to Sz,. The reduced equation for 
this problem is given by 
pzf(D, + ir, D’) u:“(Z) = h,(f), (58) 
where the symbol of the $.d.o. r is given by 
4f)= (to+it12- 15’12, 
and the square root is chosen so that 31> 0 for T > 0. Condition A holds, 
since I # 0 for t > 0, and -il(O, 5’) = It’1 is positive for r’ # 0. However, 
we will get a stronger and more precise estimate than that given by the 
general theory. 
LEMMA 6.1. There exists a positive constant C such that 
W) 3 t, for T > 0, (59) 
J4bW + l~cll +t)-‘(I+ Ia+ ICI +7), for r>O. (60) 
Proof. We have I([) = ,/g, where 
tx=&-T2- 1(‘12 and p = 225,. 
Furthermore, 
(3A)2 = i( - c1+ JiGp). 
Inequality (59) is implied by the inequality 
(2t2 + ct)Z < lx2 + /I’. 
Substituting the expressions for c1 and b and simplifying, this inequality is 
seen to be equivalent to the inequality 0 d 4~~ 15’1 2. This proves (59). Since 
Jn(O, r’) = 15’1, it follows that JIJ[) > (l/2) 141 for It0 + izl/l{‘l sufficiently 
small. On the other hand, suppose that It,, + irj/l5’/ is bounded below by 
a positive number. Then the right side of (60) is bounded by r if C is 
sufficiently small. This proves (60). 
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THEOREM 6.1. Let 5 > 1, and let r > 312. Given f E EI,“- 2,, _ r,f+ 5,2,r, 
gl~ff~~2,1+3~2,r(Q21)r and g2EW I,Z,r+3,2,r(S2RZ)r there exists a unique solu- 
tion u in H” r,, _ ~, , T (R:+ ’ ) of the Dirichlet-Neumann problem (55)-( 57). u 
satisfies the estimate 
II~llrt~~r,~,r~C(Cg~l:I~,t+~~~,r+ CgJ+w,, w,r+ llfll:--2.,--r,,+~,~,r~~ (61) 
where C is independent of z. 
Proof: Estimate (8) implies 
where u1 is the restriction of u to the boundary. Let A,,, = gl,,-ujl)lnl, 
and h 2,r = g2.r - D,u:‘)ln2, where u(l) is the solution of (55) with vanishing 
Dirichlet data. As in (53)-(54), we have 
Lhl&,+,,,.,+ ChJ’,,~,,+~,~,, 
=(Cg&,+3,z,r+ CgJ~~,2,t+~,z,r+ Cfl,+-2,1~r,,+5,2,r). (63) 
Let h, = pzT(D, + iz, D’) Ih,,, + Ih,,,. We have 
Chl- 1/2,r+3/2,r~C([hlll;2,r+3,2,r+ ~h21’,,2,r+3,2,~). (64) 
By Lemma 6.1, the reduced equaton (58) has a unique solution in 
H102, I + 1/2.r (52: h and 
Since u1 = Zh, -II(‘), we have U, E H&,+ ,,,,,(R”). Let u(O) be the solution of 
(ll)-(12) in H,q,-,,,,(R:+‘). Then u=uCo’+u(‘) is the solution of the 
Dirichlet-Neumann problem and (62)-(65) implies that u satisfies (61). 
2. The Dirichlet-Oblique Derivative Problem 
We consider the case in which the oblique-derivative operator depends 
on the tangential space variables. The problem is defined by 
P(D) u(x) =.0x) in x,>O (66) 
u(x) = 0 in x,>Oandx,<O (67) 
u(x)ln, = g1 C-f) and Wx’, D) u(x)ln, = gz(X), (68) 
where B(x’, D) = C”,-’ ak(x‘) Dk + D,, and P(t)=ti-- 15’1’. We shall 
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assume that the coefficients +(x’), k = 0, . . . . n - 1, have an extension to 
R”-’ such that 
uk(x’) is real-valued and C’, 
fa,(x’)l and IV,. akj are bounded, (691 
a,(x’) < 1 - Eg, for some .a0 > 0. 
Let p be the restriction operator to the cylinder 0. The reduced equation 
has the form 
pC(x’, Do + i7,D’) 0, (2) = h, (a), (70) 
where the symbol of the +.d.o. C(x’, Do + i?, D’) is given by 
C(x’, tj = B(x’, to + ir, t’, -I($)). 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose ak) k = 0, . . . . n - 1, satisfie condition (69). For any 
h in HY,,, ,T , , (Q), there is a unique solution v in fiI,z,,- ,,,(Q + ) of the 
reduced equation (70), provided f is sufficiently large. The solution v satisfies 
the estimate 
[I~l~,z,r- 1.7 6 WChl &,r, 
where C is independent of z. 
(71) 
Proof. The argument is essentially the same as that in the proofs of 
Propositions 3.1 and 4.1. It is only necessary to establish the appropriate a 
priori estimate for the operator pcC(x’, to + iz, D’), which is a continuous 
operator from fi,,2 (G) to H- 1,2(G). We have 
(72) 
whenever pcC(x’, to+ ir, D’)d(x’)=$(x’), $~fii,~(G), $E H-1,2(G), and 
W E H-,/T is an extension of II/. The formal adjoint of C(x’, to + it, D’) is 
given by 
n-1 
C* = ao(x’)(D, - iS)-k c Ok(i)& 
n-1 
-r*(&+ir, D’)+ c D,u~(x’). 
0 
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Since multiplication by uk (x’), k = 0, . . . . n - 1, is a continuous operator on 
H the formal adjoint can be extended to a continuous operator from 
fi,:;‘;;) to H- 1,2(G). The operator 
~C(X’, to + iz, D’) = (2i)-‘(C(x’, to + is, II’) - C*(x’, to + in, D’)) 
is given by 
JC(x’, 50+it,D’)=za,(x’)-J~(50+i~, D’)-;‘*Z’~(X’). 
k 
Let E(x’, &, + iz, D’) = -JC(x’, to + ir, D’) - ~31(5,, + iz, D’), where E > 0 
is chosen suffkiently small, and r is chosen sufficiently large so that 
(l-ro,(-‘iji+f’i~‘~(x~)>O. 
k 
This implies that 
(W’, to + iz, D’) 4(x’), 4(x’)) > 0, forall #~fi,,~(G). 
Therefore. 
-J(C(x’, to + k W 4(x’), 4(x’)) 
Z CP4t0 + iz, D’) 4(x’), 4(x’)) 
>Wl+ Ito1 +t)-’ M$,, ford #~fi~,~(G), 
which implies, by virtue of (72), that 
A similar estimate holds for the adjoint problem. The remainder of the 
argument is carried out as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let r > 312. Suppose ak (x’), k = 0, . . . . n - 1, satisfies (69), 
and suppose z is sufficiently large. Given f E HP- 2,, _ r, I + 5,2,r (R”++ ’ ), 
gl E H~~2,t+3~2,r(Q1), and g2 E W 1~2,1+3~2,r(Q2), there exists a unique solu- 
tion u in H,y,-,,,,(R”,+r) f h o t e mixed Dirichlet-oblique derivative problem 
(66)-(68). u satisfies the estimate 
IIUlIrtl~r,r,r~C(C8111;2,,+3,2,r+ Cg21:,,2,t+3,2,r+ Ilfllr+-2,,~r,t+5,*,r~~ (73) 
where C is independent of 2. 
Proof. Note that the order of the boundary operators is the same as in 
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the Dirichlet-Neumann problem. Also the reduced equations for the two 
problems give rise to the same a priori estimate. Therefore, the same proof 
as that of Theorem 6.1 can be carried out. 
3. The Neumann-oblique derivative problem 
We consider the problem 
P(D)u(x) =f(x) in x, > 0 
u(x) = 0 in x,>Oandx,<O 
Dn4X)IQ, = g,(T) and B(D) 4x)1,, = g, (3, 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
where B(D) = a,D, + a’. D’ + D,, and a’ = (a,, . . . . a,- ,). In what follows, 
we shall assume that 
a0 and ~1’ are real, aadO, and Ia’1 d la,]. (77) 
The symbol E(g) of the reduced equation is given by 
E(f)=(A([)-a,([,+i~)-a’.{‘)l-‘(4). (78) 
LEMMA 6.3. YE([) 3 1 wherreuer z > 0. 
Proof We have 
!RE([)=1-(a,&)+a’~~‘)91(E.-‘($))+aoz~(n-’(g)). 
Hence, it suffices to show that 
-a,tJIZ(F)-a,5,~~(~)~a’.5’~~(5^). (79) 
Since sgn t,, = sgn 9U. and a,, d 0, (79) is implied by the inequality 
IaomtCN + l%5oWf)l~ Ia’. Pw!)l- (80) 
Clearly, (80) holds whenever It01 2 l[‘l, since la,/ 2 la’l. Suppose that 
Ito1 < /<‘I. Let r= l&l and s= 15’1. We have that A([)=,/‘-, where 
x = r2 - t2 - 3’ and /I = 25,2. 
Moreover, 
(%A)2= +(a + JPTp, 
(3A)’ = +( - rl + &q). 
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Multiplying (80) by 1 ‘%A1 , we get that (80) is implied by 
(s - r)lctl + 7 lfll>, (s - r) J2TjT (81) 
Squaring both sides of (81), we get 
72 Ifi1 + 2(s - r) 7 Ict1 2 (s - r)2 IpI. (82) 
Substituting the expressions for cc and p into (82) gives (since o! < 0) 
73r + 7( - r2 + 52 + s2)(s - r) B (s - r)2rz. 
This simplifies to the inequality 
s3 + s7’ + sr2 > 2s2r, 
which clearly holds. 
We now state a well-posedness result for the reduced equation of the 
Neumann-oblique derivative problem: 
pE(D, + i7, D’) u, (2) = h,(Z). (83) 
LEMMA 6.4. Let 7 > 0. Given h E H,&(Q), there is a unique solution v in 
fiO,,,,(Q+) of the reduced equation (83). v satisfies the estimate 
[VI o,r,r G Chl,t,,,. (84) 
Proof: Lemma 6.1 implies that 
Lm < C(1 + I501 + 7v7, for 7>0. 
Lemma 6.4 is then a consequence of Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 6.3. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let z > 1 and r > 3/2. Suppose a, and a’ are real, a0 < 0, 
and Ia'1 d laoi. Given fEH,0-Z.3/2-r,r+7/2,r(Rn+‘), and &TiEHiT,5/2,r(ai),for 
i= 1, 2, there exists a unique solution u in Hr~3,2-r,,,i(R”++1) of the 
Neumann-oblique derivative problem (74)-(76). The solution u satisfies the 
estimate 
Ilull :3,2 r,t,z d c ( 
llf II,+- 2.3,2pr,t+7/2,i+i [gi],t5/2,,), (85) 
1 
where C is independent of 7. 
Proof Let u (l) be the solution in H,~x,2-.,,,,(R”++‘) of (9)-(10). We 
have by Proposition 1.1 
IIu(l)ll + - r, 312 r, r, T d c llfll,‘- 2,312-r,r+l,r’ (861 
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Let 
A,,, = g,,,- m4)IQ,~ 
and 
4, = g,., -((a,(D,+it)+a’~D’+ D,) uj’)ln,. 
We have 
Chil;,, d CgJ&,,+ lI~“)Ilrt~/2-r.r.r~ for i=l,2. 
Let h, = pE(D, + iz, D’) Ih,,, - h,,,. 
(87) 
(88) 
Let v(” be the unique solution in A 0,,,r(C22: ) of the reduced equation 
pE(D, + ir, D’) vi’) = h,. 
By Lemma 6.4 we have 
Let 
Then 
C~%,t.r G Chlo?,.r. 
ii “+(;;“-Ih,,,). 1,r = A 
(89) 
(90) 
Let z&O) be the unique solution in H,q,,,-,,,,(R”++ ‘) of the Dirichlet 
problem (llt(12) with Dirichlet data U, E Hy,,+,,,,(R”). By Proposi- 
tion 1.1 
II~~“~Ilrt3,2~--r,~,r~~C~I11,r+li2,r~ (91) 
Let u = U(O) + u(l). Then u is a solution of (74)-(76), and estimates 
(86)-(91) imply the estimate (85). 
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